The Lloyd’s inaugural Annual Appeal is in motion! Please watch your email for the launch of our first-ever year-end appeal to help with the Lloyd’s greatest needs. This supports reference service, preservation of our collection and the expansion of our educational offerings for the community. And, make sure to engage with the Lloyd this November by visiting our shop for holiday gifts, strolling through our *A Foray Into Fungi* exhibit, or checking out our newly updated YouTube channel!

---

**Shop the Holiday Preview Sale**

When: November 18, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Where: Lloyd Library

Have you been keeping an eye on a mushroom sweatshirt or that tulip tumbler for the gardener in your life? (Or perhaps yourself?) Join us on our open Saturday, November 18, for a day of deals at the Lloyd Library Gift Shop. To kick off the holiday season, every visitor will receive 10% off their entire purchase, with Lloyd Library Members receiving 20% off. Plus, anyone who makes a $25 or more donation when checking out on-site will receive an additional 10%! Browse our shop for the perfect gift. Items include t-shirts, sweatshirts, notebooks, drinkware, and more! Free and open to the public.

---

**New Donation Reflects History of Pharmacy**

A big thank-you to Susan Myre for her donation of six Delft porcelain tiles decorated with scenes from the history of pharmacy (detail pictured). Commissioned by the
pharmaceutical firm Burroughs Wellcome, the tiles belonged to her late husband and professor of pharmacy, Steven A. Myre. These tiles are unique to our collection and add to the ceramic pieces we have, notably the Turkish pottery purchased by the Lloyd family in 1906.

### Lloyd Programs Available on YouTube

If you haven't visited the Lloyd's YouTube channel lately, there's plenty to discover. Maybe you missed a program, wanted to share the Lloyd with others, or just want to rewatch a favorite! Our YouTube channel features top-notch speakers on a variety of fascinating topics. The two newest additions are Brad Bolman's lecture on mycology history and Eugenia Bone's cooking with mushrooms program.

### Last Chance to See A Foray into Fungi

We can hardly believe A Foray into Fungi exhibition is nearing the end of its run on Saturday, November 18. Catch it for the first time or take one last look before we prepare for our next exhibition, Flora Mania. Explore six centuries of fungi through rare books, artwork, and more on display. Thank you to all our visitors who helped make Foray such a success!

### Fantastic Fungi Movie Night is SOLD OUT
The Lloyd Library will be closed on November 23-24 in observance of Thanksgiving